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This paper is concerned with the approximation of functions by linear 
combinations of multivariate B-splines. We construct and analyze local linear 
approximation schemes on certain uniform configurations. Furthermore we point 
out how these uniform configurations may be refined locally while still preserving 
the desired global smoothness of the splines. 
1. I~TR00ucn0N 
This paper is concerned with an attempt to exploit the advantageous 
properties of multivariate B-splines (cf. [4, 10, 191) for the purpose of 
approximation. One attractive property of multivariate B-splines is the fact 
that for an arbitrary spatial dimension s and any degree k a B-spline 
generally belongs to Ck-‘(IV) (the space of functions possessing continuous 
partial derivatives of order k - 1) as well as being locally supported. This 
fact should be contrasted with the many examples in the literature (cf., e.g., 
[7, 20, 22)) which affirm that being a multivariate piecewise polynomial of 
high global smoothness (compared to its degree) and at the same time having 
local support are usually conflicting properties. Of course, both properties 
are important for various applications such as smooth surface fitting or 
solving higher order boundary value problems by finite element methods. 
At first we shall briefly discuss a rather general class of spline spaces for 
arbitrary spatial dimension s and any degree k introduced in [l I]. Since 
these spaces are actually linear spans of appropriately selected B-splines, 
their elements possess k - 1 continuous derivatives. Moreover, although our 
own piecewise polynomials are only of total degree k we shall show that they 
provide the same approximation rates achieved by tensor product 
constructions, which use coordinatewise degree. 
Our main concern in this paper is to focus upon an important subclass of 
the spline spaces in which certain “uniform” configurations of knot sets are 
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chosen. This allows us to obtain local linear approximation schemes similar 
to those considered in [5, 181 for the univariate case. Moreover, these 
uniform configurations which we propose give us the facility to make local 
refinements without interfering with the required global smoothness. So, the 
considerable practical advantage of uniform grids can be combined with the 
profit of “local adaptation” (cf. [2, 141). This may provide an interesting 
method for finding smooth multivariate adaptive schemes which are 
generally hard to construct. (cf. the final remarks in [6]). 
Let us fix now some notation which will be used throughout this paper. x, 
z will usually be elements of the Euclidean space RS with components Xi 
which we sometimes also write as (x)~. We will always consider x as a 
column vector and its transpose is denoted by xT. For a, b E RS we 
briefly write ab = (a,b, .e. usbs)T, a/b = (al/b, a.- as/bs)T for c E R, 
a’ = (af . . . af)’ and ab = I-If= 1 api. Furthermore, we set [a, b] = 
{U E R”: Q, < Ui < bi, i = 1, 2,..., s}. In particular, [0, 11’ is the unit s-cube. 
For z o,..., is E RS we set 
Multi-indices are denoted by a, p, v E ZS, equipped with the norm 
Ial = CfzI CZi. In particular, we briefly write 1 = (1 . . . 1)r E RS. We use 
fi <a to mean what PI < ai, and also set (i) = a!/P!(a - p)!, where 
a! = JJ;= 1 a,!. 
For any domain OcRS, 17k(~)={C,,,<kc,x’:c,~RR, xES1) is the 
space of polynomials of “total degree” k on R. (1 . &, (a) denotes the usual 
&-norm taken with respect to the domain G c R” with the familiar inter- 
pretation in case p = co. Furthermore, denoting by Dythe partial derivatives 
of order a of the function f, the Sobolev spaces of order k are given by 
IV@) = {f: IlD~fll, G L,(a), Ja( < k}, where again IV’&(Q) = C”(G). 
We shall also use the following notation for the directional derivative off 
along z E RS, namely, Dzf = JJ= 1 z,@f/8xi). 
Finally, C will denote a generic constant which may take different values 
at each occurrence and [r] is used to denote the convex hull of a given set 
I-C RS. 
2. SOME PROPERTIES OF MULTVARIATE B-SPLINES 
In this section we list some properties of the multivariate B-spline which 
play a central role throughout this paper. 
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Just as in the univariate case an s-dimensional B-spline is defined for 
every knot set P = {x0 ,..., xn} c RS, n > s, with 
dim span( [PI) = s. (2.1) 
We postpone te definition of the B-spline but instead remark that for n = s 
we can represent it by 
M(x 1 P) = s! 1 (x;:::;q-‘; xEP19 (22a) det 
=o; x c?z [PI. 
So, M(x ) P) is then the characteristic function of the simplex [P] divided by 
the volume of [PI. In general, when IZ > s, we have the recurrence relation 
M(X (P)=ll ;" Cij(X ( Xi, "* xi,) M(X ) P\{Xi,}), 
n - s ,ef@ 
x E RS, (2.2b) 
whenever Xii E P are chosen so that vol,([{xiO . . . xi,}]) > 0 and hence the 
barycentric coordinates 
Cij(X)xio...xi,):=& xio;::“‘;-l’ 1’ xi~l~::‘lxis )/det (“I” 1:: yiI) (2.3) 
are well defined. 
These formulae were first stated by Micchelli [ 191. An alternative 
approach is given in [6]. Since by (2.2a, b) and (2.3) a B-spline is at any 
point a convex combination of lower order B-splines, one can show that the 
above relations give rise to stable algorithms for the numerical evaluation of 
B-splines (cf. [8, 13]), i.e., the relative round off errors can be bounded by 
the accuracy of the computer times a constant whieh depends only on s and 
n but not on the position of the knots. 
The above relations (2.2a, b), (2.3) also afirm that M(x 1 P) is a 
polynomial of total degree n - s within any region which is enclosed but not 
intersected by any (s - 1)-simplex spanned by elements of P. 
Furthermore, the smoothness of 44(x ] P) is related to the configuration of 
P as follows: M(x 1 P) E Cnespd(Rs) if every s + d elements of P span an s- 
dimensional set (cf. [ 10, 191). In particular, in the terminology of [lo] 
M(xIP)E Cn-l-S(RS) (2.4) 
if P is “O-degenerate,” i.e., every s + 1 knots in P are aftinely independent. 
The derivatives of M(x 1 P) (whenever they exist) are, as in the univariate 
case, linear combinations of lower order B-splines (cf. [ 10, 191). 
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D,“(x 1 p, = n i cjM(x 1 p\{xij}), (2.5) 
j=O 
where 
i cjxij=z, 2 cj=o. 
j=O j=O 
(2.6) 
Thus by Cramer’s rule Cj = D,C,,(x ] xi0 . . . xi,). 
The following geometric interpretation of the B-spline which usually serves 
as its definition will play a crucial role throughout this paper (cf. [4]). 
To any n-simples u = [ {vo,..., v,,}] with vertices vi one may assign a knot 
set P(o) = {x0,..., x,,} c R" by setting 
xi = vi lRI. (2.7) 
Note that P(a) satisfies (2.1) if vol,(a) > 0. The following identity holds for 
any non-degenerate n-simples u (cf. [ 11, 191) 
vol,(u) M(x I P(o)) = M,(x), P-8) 
where 
M,(x) = vol,-,({u E u: u IRS = x}). (2.9) 
This confirms that M(x ] P) is supported on [PI. 
Estimating the derivatives of the remainder in approximating a given 
function by linear combinations of B-splines (cf. Section 5) is essentially 
reduced by (2.5) to estimating the norms of the B-spline. One can actually 
show that [ 121 
v~4wl)-1+~p < IIM(* I PII, 
<q n+l ( 1 s + 1 vol,([P])-‘+“p, 1 <p< 00, (2.10) s. 
by constructing a simplex u such that P = P(u), u c [P] x [0, l]‘-’ as well 
as vol,(u) > 2 (:)-I vol,([P]) and using (2.8). As an immediate conse- 
quence, we get 
IlD,M(- IPII,++ 1) (“5 ‘) 
X “;‘“lj=y,=, I D*cij(x I xio9”*9 XI,) I vo1~([P\{x~3~l)-1+ ypI~ 
(2.11) 
where I= {{i. ,..., i,} c (0 ,..., n}: vol,([(xiO ,..., xi,}]) > 0). 
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3. LINEAR COMBINATIONS OF MULTIVARIATE B-SPLINES 
The previously stated properties of B-splines motivate us to develop 
methods for approximating functions by linear combinations of these B- 
splines. To this end, the first essential task is to define a linear space of B- 
splines which has an appropriate structure for approximation. Of course, 
“appropriate” should mean that polynomials of highest degree are to be 
contained in this spline space. It is shown in [ 1 l] that this can be realized by 
exploiting the geometric interpretation (2.8), (2.9). Indeed, following a 
suggestion of de Boor [4] we define for a bounded domain R c RS the 
“cylinder” a,,, = Q x [0, l]n-s and consider a triangulation K(Q,,,) = 
{“i}fz 1 Of nn,s* Here a collection K‘(r) of simplices is called a triangulation 
of r if r is contained in the union of these simplices and if the intersection of 
any two of these simplices is either empty or exactly one common lower 
dimensional face. 
This construction implies, on account of (2.7) and (2.8), that 
Setting 
+ MVi(X) = 1, x E R. 
,rl 
(3.1) 
ui = [ (Vb,..., vi}], Pi = P(u,), 9 = {Pi: i = l,..., N} (3.2) 
then (3.1) means, in view of (2.7), that the linear span 
q9, n) := span{M(x ] P): P E 9, x E n} (3.3) 
contains the constant functions on 0. Here the integer k will always denote 
the difference n - s and hence the degree of the splines. Let us state now an 
immediate consequence of (3.3) concerning the approximation by elements 
of Pk(Q, L?). Fixing 7i E [Pi], i = I,..., N, one clearly has 
From (3.1) and the fact that M,,(x) is supported on [Pi] one may easily 
derive (cf. [3, Ill) that 
dist,(f: %(y, Q)) < 4fl h, 3 (3.4) 
where h := max(diam( [PI): P E 9’) and wcf, h, L?) := sup{ ]f(x + y) -f(x)]: 
XT x+yEG IlYll<~l is the usual modulus of continuity, relative to the 
Euclidean norm I] . ]( on RS. 
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Next we will point out how one may improve the estimate (3.4) when 
approximating smooth functions on some bounded domain R contained in 
[0, 11”. Let aE Z:, Ial < k, a,=0 and Z= {i ,,..., i,,,} c {s + l,..., n} be 
some set of distinct (but not necessarily increasing) indices, i.e., ]I] = 1011. Let 
aj := c{=,ai. We define for tE [0, l] and every I, III = Ial, the map 
F,(.,Z): R”-+R” by 
(J’,(u; Z))i = ui; i G I, 
= Ui(l - t(1 - u,)); , i E { iaj+,+ 1 ,..., iaj} = 1, (3.5) 
j = l,..., s. 
Setting 
Ui(ty Z) := [ {F,(v~ I),..., F,(v; ; 411 (3.6) 
one can show by the same arguments which were used in [ 1 l] for a special 
choice of Z that there is for every 9 given by (3.2) t, > 0 so that for 
f E [0, t,] and IZ( = ]a( <k 
(1 - t( 1 - X)>o = ~ VOl,(Ui(t; I) M(X ) Pi) for x E a. 
iY1 
Note that (3.1) is obtained by choosing t = 0 or a = 0. 
The inclusion 
(3.7) 
n/G-4 = X(Q9 4 (3.8) 
is now an immediate consequence of (3.7). This fact will be exploited in the 
following sections to construct linear local approximation schemes for 
certain uniform configurations of knot sets providing optimal approximation 
rates. 
Finally, one should note that in principle the global structure of these 
spline spaces is by contruction not affected by “local modifications” such as 
refinements (of the underlying triangulation). This fact is in contrast to 
tensor product spaces. 
4. UNIFORM CONFIGURATIONS OF KNOT SETS 
In this section we shall deal with a special case of the rather general 
construction (3.2), (3.3). This concrete construction may be viewed as a first 
attempt to give instances of the multivariate spline spaces 9$?, a) which 
may be used for numerical calculations. 
The idea is to make up special triangulations of RS x [0, 11” by first 
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decomposing RS x [0, ilk into congruent parallelepipeds which are in turn 
triangulated in a canonical way described below. 
Let the vectors e, = (S,)!‘= i form the usual standard orthonormal base in 
R”. Denoting by Per, the group of permutations of the set (l,..., n} one may 
assign to any 7c E Per, an n-simplex on = [ {vt,..., vz}] by 
vn = 0 0 3 Vj” = Vj”_ 1 + e,,jj, j = l,..., n. (4.1) 
,X, = {a, : rr E Per,} is called “Kuhn’s triangulation” of the unit cube [0, 11” 
(cf. [ 1, 171). When A is the affine transformation which takes [0, 11” into a 
parallelepiped V Kuhn’s triangulation of V is given by Xn(V) = 
{A(u,): 71 E Per,}. 
In order to illustrate the structure of X” and for later reference, we list 
some known properties of these triangulations (cf. [ 1, 171). 
PROPOSITION 4.1. Let Xn be defined by (4.1). 
(i) All elements of Xn have equal volume. 
(ii) The restriction of Xn to any r-face Q of [0, 11” coincides with 
T'(Q). 
(iii) X, is “compatible with translations,” i.e., the induced 
triangulation of any (n - 1) face of [0, I]” can be obtained by translating the 
triangulation of the opposite (n - l)-face. 
(iv) CX, is sequential, i.e., assigning a graph G(XJ by taking un E Xn 
as nodes where two nodes are connected tf the corresponding simplices have 
a nonempty common (n - l)-face, then “sequential” means that G(Xn) can 
be traversed by passing through each node precisely once. 
Note that by (iii) the union of Kuhn’s triangulation of two adjacent cubes 
having one (n - 1)-face in common is a triangulation of the union of both 
cubes. 
Of course, the same statements are valid with respect to Xn(V), where V is 
any parallelepiped in R”. 
When writing x + u or XII, where x E RS and u E R”, x will be always 
understood to be raised to an n-vector by setting xi = 0, i = s + l,..., n. In 
contrast to this f denotes for any x E RS the n-vector (xi . . . x, 1 . . . 1)‘. 
The second ingredient of our construction is an (n x n)-matrix of type 
A= 
/ 1 ... 0 a,, ... alk 
b . . . i ai, . . . aik 
1 0 
-. : 
. . . . . . ..‘.i 
(4.2) 
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In fact, setting Q = [0, 1 I”, A gives rise for any h E R”, to the following 
collection of parallelepipeds: 
a,= a,(h,A)=fi(A(Q)tv)={iiutliv,uEA(Q)}, VEZS,, 
which are in turn used to define for any domain fi E RS the spline spaces 
9,,&4, a) = span{M(x ] P(o)): c E Xn( g,(h, A)), v E Zs, [P(a)] n R # la}. 
(4.3) 
In order to verify that Yk,&4, n) has good approximation properties we have 
to check first whether Yk,&4, 0) is of the type (3.2). Indeed, by (4.2) and 
the definition of h we clearly have 
u (~,:vEZS}=RSx [0, ilk 
and Proposition 4.1 (iii) assures that 
gh,/, := u P;( a,@, A 1): v E ZsJ 
is a triangulation of RS x [0, Ilk. Thus Yk,&4, a) is actually of the type 
(3.2). 
In order to avoid that the supports of the B-splines are enlarged too much 
by A we introduce a further condition on the matrix A. Setting for any a E R 
a* = max{O, *a}, let 
k 
* ai := x a:,a* = (al+)izl. 
j=l 
We will always assume that 
b := max{af : f, i = l,..., s} < i. 
holds. 
LEMMA 4.1. Using the above notation (4.5) implies 
(i) diam([P(a)]) < 2($)h for all u E %,A, 
max{hi : i = l,..., s}. 
(4.4) 
(4.5) 
where h = 
(ii) l@(Q)) := (x EA(Q)lRs: vo1,((uEA(Q):u],,=x))= 1}#0. 
(iii) Let ui E Xn(y,,/,,(h, A)), i = 1,2; then 
[P(ui>l n [p(02)l + 0 
holds only if aVl(h, A) and aV,(h, A) are neighbors. 
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Proof: Let u be any vertex of Q which is orthogonal to RS. By the 
definition of b and (4.5) we have 
max{](,4u)i]: i = l,..., s} < b < i. (4.6) 
Observing the definition of aJh,A) this readily implies (ii) and (iii). 
Moreover, (4.5) assures that diam(A(Q)(,,) < 2fi which establishes (i). 
As for the practical construction of the splines in Y’,,,(A, a) consider the 
following collection of knot sets: 
P,,, = {h((Avj”) IRS + v): j = 0 ,..., n}, 
%A = K,; 7c E Per, ,v E Z’}, 
v E zs, 
(4.7) 
where o,= [{v; ,..., v:}] EX,. Clearly, (4.3) says that Y,,,@, J2) = 
span(M(x]P):PEY,,,,xEa}. 
According to the properties of the B-splines listed in Section 2, 9,,,(.4, a) 
consists of piecewise polynomials of total degree k. More precisely, these 
splines are polynomials in every region which is bounded but not intersected 
by any (s - 1)-simples spanned by knots in P E S,,, . Figures 4.1, 4.2, and 
4.3 illustrate this for the case s = k = 2, i.e., n = 4 where the following 
matrix A gives rise to continuously differentiable splines. 
Figure 4.1 shows a typical knot set arising from projecting the vertices of 
a corresponding simplex in X4, whereas the configuration which is induced 
by all the elements of X4 is depicted in Fig. 4.2. Shifting this “basic unit” 
generates the whole configuration 9h,h,A a typical section of which (consisting 
of four basic units) is given in Fig. 4.3. 
FIGURE 4.1 
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Recall that the structure of Yk,&4, J2) is completely determined by the 
knot sets only. The corresponding “cut regions” shown in the figures are 
produced automatically. The practical construction of the knot sets amounts, 
according to (4.6), simply to projecting and shifting the vertices of the 
corresponding fixed simplices un E X, (cf. (4.1)). (4.1) in turn may be 
performed for every n E N by efficient algorithms which exploit the 
sequential structure of Xfl (cf. Proposition 4.l(iv)), e.g., by “reflections” 
(cf. w 
Accordingly, evaluating the elements of 9$&t, 0) is reduced to 
evaluating only the B-splines (up to resealing and shifting) which are 
induced by X, (cf. Fig. 4.2). 
FIGURE 4.3 
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Now we will discuss in what way the global smoothness of the splines on 
Yk,@, J2) is related to A. Starting with the simplest case where qj = 0, 
i = l,..., s, j = l,..., k in (4.2), we observe that [I’,,,] Eq([O, h,] x ... X 
[0, h,]). So 5$&l, Q) is the space of piecewise polynomials of total degree k 
with respect to the triangulation u ( [PZ,y]: v E Zs, n E Per,} without any 
smoothness constraints when passing from one simplex to a neighboring one. 
The other extreme case of highest smoothness is more interesting and will 
turn out to be related to the following type of matrices A. To this end, 
consider the following collection of sets of disjoint sets of indices from 1 to 
II: 
.P=(J={Ii:i=l ,..., s}:Iic{l ,..., n},IinIj=O,i#j}. 
Denoting by Ai, i= l,..., 12, the columns of A restricted to RS let 
\‘ Aj:i= l,...,s 
“zii 
The matrix A is called “dispersive” if one has for all J E X 
dim span{B,} = s, (4.8) 
i.e., every s sums over disjoint sets of projected columns of A are linearly 
independent. 
A suffkient condition for A to be dispersive is, e.g., that the first s rows of 
A form a strictly sign consistent matrix of order s (cf. [ 16, p. 471). This may 
be easily confirmed by evaluating det(B,) so that one obtains a sum of s- 
minors of A. Since by definition all the summands have the same non-zero 
sign, we trivially get det(B,) # 0. As for examples of sign consistent matrices 
see also [ 161. 
THEOREM 4.1. Ler .Y,,,&4, f2) be deflned by (4.3); then 
holds if and only ry diag,(i$A is dispersive. 
Proof The proof is based on the following characterization of the set Y. 
Let “7 denote the set of indices 1 for which the components (vi”), = I, where 
vy is again defined by (4.1). Observing that in view of (4.1) the v; are 
lexicographically ordered, i.e., (vy), < (vi; 1)1, j = 0 ,..., n - 1, I = l,..., n, we 
conclude that 
n;c‘4;+*, j = o,..., n - 1. 
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Furthermore, we observe that for any set of increasing indices 
{jo,..., j,l = {O,..., n} and any 7~ E Per,, the collection {AIpj:-, : i = l,..., s} 
belongs to X. Moreover, it is not hard to see that all the elements off are 
of this type. In fact, setting for Jo = (Zj: j = l,..., s}, Aj = (J {Zr : r = I,..., j] 
(4.1) affirms the existence of CJ,~ E Xa and 0 = r,, ( rl ( . . . ( rs < n such 
that A’:,” = 0 and A;; =Aj,j = I,..., s. Hence we have 
X = { {A&ixm, : i = l,..., s}: rr E Per,, {j, ,..., j,} c (0 ,..., n}}. (4.9) 
On account of (2.4) and (4.3) it is now sufficient to show that k = diag,(h)ti 
is dispersive iff (2~; IRS : j = O,..., n] is O-degenerate for all rc E Per,. To this 
end, note that 
Kvj” I)@= x ii,, (4.10) 
i&4; 
where ii, denotes the restriction of the ith column of 2 to RS. So, by virtue of 
(4.10) we can write for any (j, ,..., j,) c (0 ,..., n) 
Therefore, the homogeneous system 
has for any set {j, ,..., j,} c {O ,..., n}, 7c E Per, only the trivial solution iff the 
respective set of vectors (C,,,,,_ A,,,) are linearly independent which in 
view of (4.8) and (4.9) is the assertion. 
If will turn out below that it is desirable to have such dispersive matrices 
which distribute the knots as uniformly as possible, that is to say, the ratios 
of the radii of the inscribed and circumscribed balls of any s-simplex 
spanned by s + 1 vectors in any knot set are to be as large as possible. This 
may be realized by optimizing the entries aij of A subject to the restriction 
(4.5). Since for k = 0, the matrix A = diag,(h)A is trivially dispersive, we 
may take it as a starting point for the recursive construction of higher order 
dispersive matrices. Clearly when appending an additional column to any 
dispersive matrix, the resulting matrix is not dispersive only on a set of 
measure zero. 
We wish to distinguish between two kinds of information associated with 
every knot set which determines the structure of Yh,A. On one hand the 
position of the knots and on the other hand their memberships to certain 
knot sets. By preserving the knot set structure but varying the position of the 
knots (within certain ranges) one obtains “distorted” configurations which 
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may be viewed as counterparts to irregularly spaced knots in the univariate 
case. Since these configurations are generated by appropriate distortions of 
the uniform triangulation Kh,A defined above the corresponding classes of 
polynomials are still contained in the resulting nonuniform spline spaces. 
This property of Y,,,&4, Q) should allow us to adapt if necessary the 
network of knots so that the domain on which the B-splines form a partition 
of unity is adjusted well to the given domain f2. Of course, in the case that 12 
is, say, the union of a finite number of s-rectangles this can be achieved 
without passing to irregular configurations. 
As a model we want to construct now a scale of configurations of knot 
sets which will be adjusted in the above sense for simplicity to B = [0, 1 I”. 
Given a matrix A satisfying (4.2) and (4.5) we assign to any m E N a mesh 
size h by setting 
h, := (1 + at + a-), h := h,/((m - 1) h, + l), (4.11) 
where a* are defined by (4.4). For any m E N the corresponding 
configurations of knot sets will be induced by the matrices 
H := (diag,((m - 1) h, + l))-’ A diag,(fi,). (4.12) 
Defining the vectors d* E R: analogously to (4.4) now with respect to H we 
consider similarly as before the afftne maps H,: R” + R” defined by 
H,(u) := Hu + l-iv - d’, VEZ;, v<Fn* 1, (4.13) 
and the corresponding configurations of knot sets 
P,,, = W,(G) Iwv H,(C) 1~~1, 4 = Pw: v < m . 1, n E Per,}. (4.14) 
We wish to discuss the corresponding spline spaces being again of type (3.2). 
Y,(H) := span{M(x ] P) : P E S,}. (4.15) 
For later reference we list some elementary properties of this setting. 
LEMMA 4.2. Let h and H be defined by (4.11) and (4.12), respectively. 
Then one has 
(i) d*=a*/((m-l)h,+l),d*/h=a*/h,,mh=l+dt+d-; 
(ii) {~ER~:vol,({uEH(Q):u~,,=x})= l}= [d’,h-d-1; 
(iii) R is exactly the domain where the B-splines arising from YH form 
a partition of unity, i.e., 
1~ E u Wv(Q): v < 
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(iv) For every v < m - 1 and z E Per, one has 
vo4w,,“lYvo4(Q f--I PJ> G s!((l + 2bMl - 2b))“7 
where b is the constant appearing in (4.5). 
(v) The global smoothness of the splines in Yk(H) is for suflciently 
small h completely determined by the matrix A, specif?cally, H is dispersive 
for suflciently small h lr A,, := A diag,(li,) is dispersive. 
Proof: (i) and (ii) are immediate consequences of the definitions of d* 
and (4.11). (ii) and (4.13) provide (iii). From (ii) and (iii) and (4.14) we 
conclude now that 
vol,([P,,,] ni2) > (l/s!) vol,([d+, h -d-l) > (+!)(I - 2b)” . h’ 
holds for any z E Per,, v < m . 1. Thus (iv) follows from the estimate 
vol,([P,,,l) G voWv(Q)I,s) < (1 + 2b)” - h’ 
Setting mH := (u,)~,~= r and A, = A diag,(fi,) := (uij)y,j= 1, (4.11) and (4.12) 
yield 
lim Uij = Vij, i = l,..., s, j = 1 ,..., n. 
m+oo 
This completes the proof. 
Let us close this section with some brief remarks concerning the dimen- 
sionality of pk(H). Setting 
G=u K(H,(Q>>:v<m. 11 (4.16) 
we have the estimates 
ms < dim pk(H) < card(YH) < card(F,) = n!m’. 
However, we shall see below (cf. the remark subsequent to (5.5)) that when 
k > 1 the upper bounds are not sharp, i.e., dim Y,(H) < card($). A more 
detailed discussion concerning the precise dimension of such spaces will 
follow elsewhere. Here we mention only that one has for all choices of A, 
dim 3$(H) = card(&,) iff k = 0, 1. 
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5. LOCAL APPROXIMATION SCHEMES 
In this section we construct and discuss certain linear local approximation 
processes which will be related to the uniform configurations given by (4.14). 
More precisely, we are interested in operators of the following type: 
QW If)(x) := 1 &,,(.I-> N(x I=, v>, (5.1) ‘1,” 
where according to (4.14) c,,, will always mean summation over 72 E Per, 
and vEZ>, v < m . 1. It is somewhat more convenient to use here the 
“normalized” B-splines (cf. (4.1 l), (4.14)) 
N(x / TC, v) := (h’/n!) M(x 1 I’,,,). (5.2) 
Indeed since h’/n! = vol,(a) for all u E 5” (cf. (4.16)), we have (cf. (2.8), 
(2.9), (3. l), Lemma 4.2(iii)) 
y N(xI7l,v)= 1 for all x E 9. (5.3) 
n,v 
Following the ideas in [5, 181, A,,,(f) will be linear functionals which are to 
be chosen in such a way that Q(H, .) reproduces all polynomials up to the 
degree of the splines. The construction of these functionals is based on 
representations of the monomials x0 as linear combinations of the B-splines 
N(x I 71, v). 
To this end, we consider first for w  = (1 + 2(af + a-))-’ the affine 
transformations 
L(x) = w(x + a+ + a-), 
i(u) = \;(u + a+ + a-), 
x E a, 
ll E n x [O, 11”. 
(5.4) 
Setting for a given z E Per,, and v E ZS,, uj =L(AO(vT) - a+ + vh,), 
j = O,..., n, we define for any aEZS,, Ial<<, and any index set I, III=(al 
as in (3.5). 
~(1, n, v) := det F, ho ; 0 
1 (5.5) 
It is readily seen that to any a, /al < k, we can assign r(a) = (,“,) . (“if’) . 
(k-W-a;’ -“x-l) = (;) d’ff 1 erent mappings F,(., I), ]I] = a. So, we consider the 
averages 
$(7r, v) := C ~‘(1, 77, v) 
)/ 
r(a). (5.6) 
III =a 
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The following relation between #‘(rr, v) and q“(rr, 0), v E ZS,, will play a 
crucial role. 
LEMMA 5.1. Let ~“(71, v) defined by (5.5) and (5.6); then the following 
relation holds 
?fy7?, v) = c (wh, v)Pf’-P(n, 0). 
PQ 
ProoJ Writing for any 111 = ) a) 
q(Z, 7c, v) = (-1)” det(F,(u,; I) -F,(u,;Z) ..a F,(u,;Z) -F,(u,;Z)) 
= :(-1)” det(A(Z, rr, v)) 
it follows immediately from (3.5), (4.13) and the definition of uj = uj(z, v) 
that the matrix A(Z, 71, v) takes the following form 
with eji E (0, 1 }depending on x and yj = wA,v/“, fj = yj + a-w. Since the 
determinant is linear with respect to the rows we obtain 
det(A((Z, rr, v)) = det(Z?,) + (h, wv)/ det(B,), 
where the matrices B,, i = 1,2, coincide with A(Z, n, v) in all but the jth row 
and (~~,(~r)~ . . . &jnt9JJ and f&j, ~~~~~ &in) are the jth rows of B, and B,, 
respectively. Applying this decomposition successively to all the rows 
indicated by I, and observing that for any p < a there are (E) distinct subsets 
I’, II’ 1 = 1 p 1, for which 
F,(J-,tu; nc’): I’) =F,(u; 4 
we obtain 
HZ, 71, v) = c ( ) ; (vwh$ @-~(I, 71, O), P<a 
where 
@ 
@“-r&,0) := 2 r](l\l’;x,O) 
( j=l N ) 
E . 
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Moreover, it is not hard to realize that 
( 
1 Oa-p(I, 7r, 0) r(a) = $+(7r, 0) 
III = Ial ,i 
which in view of (5.6) completes the proof. 
Defining now 
,a”, = w-” 1 ( ) i (-w(a+ + a-))a-BqP(n, 0) wa 
and for any h given by (4.11) 
(5.7) 
we arrive at the following lemma. 
LEMMA 5.2. Using the above notation one has for 1 a( < k 
C <&,N(x ) II, v) = xa for x E R. (5.9) 
Proof: Let us define similarly 
transformations 
as in (5.4) for v = (1 + 2(dt + d-))-’ the 
Y(x) = v(x + d+ t d-1, x E a, 
p(i) = O(u + d + t d-1, It E a x [O, 11”. 
(5.10) 
Defining furthermore for K E Per,, v < m - 1, la ( < k, @(I, R, v), W(z, v) as 
in (5.5) and (5.6) but with uj replaced by the vectors p(H,(v;)) 
Lemma 4.2(i) yields 
@‘(II, v) = (vh/wh,)” rj”(n, v). (5.11) 
Moreover, we observe that Y takes [-dt - d-, 1 t dt t d-1 into R and 
B= {P(r7):oE~H} 
is a triangulation of R, x [O, l]$ where R, = [v(d+ + d-), 
v( 1 + dt f d-)] c R. Note that all the vertices of simplices in d belong to 
lJ (0 x {u}: u is a vertex of [0, ilk}. It is then not hard to see that the 
arguments of [ 11, Theorem 2.11 hold in this particular case for t = 1, where t 
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occurs in the map F,(.;I) (cf. (3.5)). Hence (3.7) implies on account of the 
definition of W(n, v) 
za = z @YP v) N(z I z, v), (5.12) 
where fl(z 1 rr, v) are the “normalized” B-splines with respect to the 
configuration of knot sets induced by b, i.e., when z = Y(x) E Q, 
lqz 1 7r, v) = N(x 1 7r, v). (5.13) 
In view of the definition (5.8) we have now 
Since @(“;s) = (;)(“p’) we can rewrite the right hand side of the above 
equation after reordering the summands as 
g c lw-= (,6, (“P’) (h, wv)ptyo-y-p(n, 0)(-w(a+ + a-))‘) . 
By virtue of Lemma 5.1 and (5.11) we obtain 
c,” = 1 
YG= 
(; ) w-‘(-w(a’ + a-))Y(whl/vh)“-Y QapY(n, v) 
which by (4.1 l), Lemma 4.2(i) and the definitions of v, w  reduces to 
<;,, = v-“2 (; ) (-v(d+ + d-))r W-y(7c, v). 
Y(= 
Thus, we get by (5.10), (5.12) and (5.13) 
1 %8X I T V) = c v-” (j$ ( ; ) (-v(d+ + d-))Y 
7c.Y II.” 
x @y7L, v) lqz I ?r, v) 
) 
=v (-v(d- + d-))Yza-Y 
= v-‘(z - v(d+ + d-))“= (Y-‘(z))“= xe 
which completes the proof. 
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Note that the coefficients <i,, are essentially averages over volumes of 
simplices (cf. (3.7)) which are obtained by different choices of the index sets 
I, (II = [al. So, for k > 1 the {z,, do not form a unique collection of coef- 
ficients satisfying (5.9). This means, in accordance with the remarks at the 
end of Section 4, that the N(x 1 7c, v) are in general not linearly independent. 
Since we merely want to show in principle that in spite of this lack the ideas 
in [ 5, 18 ] can be made to work in the present setting, by using the special 
construction (5.8) we restrict ourselves to the discussion of a possibly 
simple type of operators Q(H; .) which involve evaluations of derivatives of 
the approximated function J Further variants which require only point 
evaluations off itself are discussed in [ 131. 
Fixing 6, in [ (A,v; - a’,..., A,v;-a+}]nfiwesetforhgivenby(4.11) 
T 7z.v = hv + 6,/((m - 1) h, + 1) (5.14) 
and define for J al < k and 
Ordering the multi-indices 
g E Ck(RS) the linear functionals 
?Jg> = mkc,,)* (5.15) 
lexicographically it is readily seen that 
@~,~(~~h,,,~, (k 
is a triangular matrix with the constant diagonal entries a! Hence the system 
has a unique solutton (a:,,),,, (k’ Setting now 
(5.16) 
one has A,,V(xa) = r:,, so that for g E IIk 
QW, cd = z 4c,,W Nx I *, v> = g(x), x E R. (5.18) 
x.v 
Moreover, the polynomials g”,,,(x) = (x - r,,,>“/a! E 17, satisfy 
%J &,“> = 4q3. (5.19) 
Observing (5.16), (5.17) and (5.19) when applying A,,, to both sides of the 
equality 
(x - %,J = 2 ( ; ) xPh,,)“-P 
P<a 
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we obtain 
(5.20) 
This yields in view of the homogeneity of <E,, (cf. (5.8)) 
a”,,, = @/h)“b”,,,~ (5.21) 
where b”,,” satisfies for v E ZS, 
(5.22) 
In particular, the special structure of the r”,,, provides 
LEMMA 5.3. Let a;,, be defined by (5.20) then one has 
ak = Co9 VEZS,. 
ProoJ Considering 
(5.23) 
and using (5.16) with v = 0 the right hand side of (5.24) simplifies to 
which in view of (5.8) is equal to <t,“. The assertion follows now from the 
uniqueness of the solution of (5.16). 
Clearly (5.23) implies by (5.21) that also 
b”,,, = Km VEZS,, 
holds which means that for Ial ( k, v E Z\ , II E Per”, 
la:,,\ < (max{lb;,,l: Ial < k, 71 E Per,}/hy) ha. (5.25) 
This leads to (cf. [9]) 
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LEMMA 5.4. For each 71 E Per, and v < m . 1 (c$ (4.11)) there is a 
functional I,,, E L,*(R) supported in [pn,y] n R such that 
(i) x,,,(g) = A,,,( g)jbr all g E 17,(a), where A,,, is defined by (5.17). 
(4 I&Jf>l < C v~l,W,,,l)-‘~ Ml,W,,,1 n Q>, where C depends 
ody on s, k and b (cf: (4.5)). 
Proof By the definition (5.17) we have for g E Z7,#2) 
IP”k)l G c l&l IG,dg>l* 
lal<k 
Setting h = max{h,: i = l,..., s}, (5.25) provides 
l4L I~~,,kI ,< Ch’“’ I~WJ. (5.26) 
By Lemma 4.2(iv) we can find a cube Zn,“c [P=,“] n R such that 
v4(zn,“) a c vMp,,“1)~ 
where C > 0 depends only on s and b (cf. (4.5)). Assuming that T~,,E I,,, a 
standard scaling argument provides 
ILWI < c 4(Pn,“1)-“p II gllp (Kvl n WY 
where C depends only on s, k and b. Now, the Hahn-Banach theorem 
guarantees the existence of a norm preserving extension x,,, of L,,, from 
nk([pn,vl) to a11 Of LP([pm,vl)’ 
In the following, we shall briefly write I,,, instead of I,,,. 
We are now in a position to estimate the remainder 
llZY’(f- Q(ZZ,f))]l,(fi) by following standard lines (cf. [5, 181) where 
Q(ZZ? .) is given by (5.18) with respect to the functionals in Lemma 5.4. By 
Lemma 5.4(i) and (5.18) we have whenever DQCand O”Q(ZZ, f) exist 
W- - QWv f>>(x) = W.f - g>(x) + D"(Q(ff, f - g))(x) 
= D”df - g>(x) + 2 4Jg -.I-) D”W I 71, ~1, 
(n,v)EvY(x) 
where Y(x) = {(n, v): x E [P,J} and g is any polynomial in ZZk(n). 
Denoting by Q,., the smallest cube containing [P,J n R and setting 
E x’,v = U {Y’(x): x E Q,~,,} one gets by virtue of Lemma 5.4(ii) 
IID”df - QVU->>ll,(Q,~,,O < IIDV - dll,(Q,~,,J 
+ ’ ,.,v)z II-f-gll,(Q,,,) W[P,,J)-“p = n’.!J’ 
VP 
X 1 D=N(x I 71, v)l” dx . (5.27) 
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A repeated application of (2.5) and (2.11) affirms in view of (4.13) and 
(4.14) 
llD”N(. ( R,V)ll, = llD=N(* 1 R,O)ll, < Ch-‘“1. (2.28) 
When a = 0 one clearly has C = 1. But when Ial > 0, C will depend on the 
matrix H. More precisely, one may derive from (2.11) that C is of moderate 
size if at least s + 1 + Ial of the knots in PRIO, rc E Per, are sufficiently 
uniformly distributed (cf. the remarks following Theorem 4.1). 
However Lemma 4.2(v) ensures us that the constant C is determined by 
the matrix A, = H diag,(fi,) and hence does not depend on h. 
So, (5.27) and (5.28) yield with Q,(,,, = u {Q,,,: (71, V) E Z,,,,,} 
II Wf - Q(K f>>ll,(Q,w> G C II Wf - g>ll,(Q,~,d 
+ c Ilf- gll,<e,~,,J K’“‘. 
Choosing g E i7, so that (cf. [9; 21, p. 851) 
II Wf - gIl,(Q,l.,l> < Warn Qnl,vs)k+‘-‘a’ Ifl,,k+I(Q,~,,~>~ 
where Ifl,,k+ 1 (fJ> = (ClaIzk+l IIPfll~W>“p~ we obtain 
IID”(f - dl,(Q,~,,J < C~I~+‘-‘~’ iflp,k+ ,@,W) 
with C depending only on b, s and k. Hence 
ItD”(f - Q(KfNllp(Qn~.,~> QChk+ ‘-la’ ifip,k+ ,<&d (5.29) 
So, after summing up the local estimates with respect to rc’, v’ we arrive at 
the following result. 
THEOREM 5.1. Let Q(H; .) be defined by (5.18) with respect to the 
functionals I,,, given by Lemma 5.4 and suppose that D”N(x ( 7c, v) EL,(R), 
7~EPer,, v<rn. 1 (cf. (4.11)) andfE B$+‘(s2), then 
IlD”(f - QW : f))llp(.n) Q Chkfl --(‘I ifip,k+ I@>, 
where the constant C depends only on s, k and b (cJ (4.5)) when a = 0 and 
additionally on the matrix A, when la 1 > 0. 
Note that the approximation behavior for J al > 0 is essentially governed 
by the constant in (5.28). This motivates us to look for such dispersive 
matrices which are optimized in the sense of Section 4. Note also that the 
matrix A, plays the role of a local mesh ratio. 
Using the equivalence of the K-functionals to corresponding moduli of 
smoothness (cf. [9, 151) (at least for the domains considered here) 
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Theorem 5.1 immediately provides more general estimates for f E Lp(Q) in 
terms of (k + l)-th order moduli of smoothness. 
Observing the relations (5.7), (5.8), (5.17), (5.21) and (5.23) we note that 
the construction of Q(H, .) requires essentially the computation of ,uz (cf. 
(5.7)) and b”,,, (cf. (5.22)). So, when passing to a liner mesh size h the 
increase of computational work is caused only by the additional function 
evaluations. Recall that the essential relation (5.23) depends on the average 
structure of the p”,,, . In fact, numerical tests show that when replacing, e.g., 
for k = 3, s = 2, the coefficients @(x, 0) in (5.7) by $(I, 7c, 0) for some 1, 
iI/= 1 pi, the errors increase for the same h by two digits while the 
computational work increases considerably, too. 
Furthermore, one may reduce the number of function evaluations (by a 
factor (s + k)!) by setting for all 71 E Per, 
T II.Y= T”= T,,+ hv, 
where, say r0 lies on the projection of the line connecting 0 and 1, in Q. 
Since this is an edge shared by all the simplices in Xn (cf. (4.1)) rV lies in 
(the closure of) all the supports [P,, “1 of the B-splines arising from X,. 
Finally, one may replace the functionals AZ,, (cf. (5.20)) by appropriate 
difference quotients so that the application of the corresponding approx- 
imation schemes requires only the knowledge of function values rather than 
derivatives. This is pointed out in more detail in [13]. As expected, 
Theorem 5.1 holds for these schemes, too. 
The above results have been confirmed by some numerical tests which 
were carried through by A. Krayer and P. Scharnagl. Table 5.1 shows as an 
example the L,-approximation errors obtained for different degrees k and 
the mesh sizes h = 6, t>, h=(&+d when approximating 
f(x, y) = sin(n(x + y)) by a process of the above type. The last column in 
Table 5.1 illustrates the effect of replacing the averages q TX, 0) by the 
volumes ~(l, rc, v) for some fixed index set I (cf. (5.5), (5.6)). 
TABLE 5.1 
h k Error Error” 
(0.125,0.125) 0 0.0507472 0.0507472 
(0.125,0.125) 1 0.0129257 0.0129257 
(0.125,0.125) 2 0.0008099 0.0018260 
(0.125,0.125) 3 0.000037 0.0019437 
(0.0625,0.0625) 1 0.0024782 0.0024782 
(0.0625,0.0625) 2 0.0000722 0.0003460 
(0.0625,0.0625) 3 0.0000067 0.0009446 
a From replacing the averages qa(n, 0) by the volumes ~(1, K, v) for some fixed index set I. 
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6. LOCAL REFINEMENTS 
Refining a uniform grid locally is known to be an efficient practical 
method to adapt on one hand the singularities, say, of the approximated 
function, whereas on the other hand many practical advantages of uniform 
grids are preserved. But in general, the construction of refinements which are 
to be compatible with a certain higher order global smoothness is known to 
be rather hard or sometimes even impossible. 
In this section, we propose how to increase the flexibility of the above 
uniform spline spaces by generating “local refinements.” The idea is to refine 
locally the “higher dimensional triangulation gH (cf. (4.16)). In fact, decom- 
posing the parallelepiped H,,(Q), Q = [0, 11” into the 2” congruent 
parallelepipeds H, (Q, ), where Q, = diag,($ .a. 4)(Q) + p, pi E (0, f }, it is 
readily seen that 
X’=u {X”(Q,):/+ {O,f},i= l,..., n) 
is a triangulation of H,(Q). Moreover, using Proposition 4.l(ii) one may 
easily show by induction that X’ is actually a refinement ofXn(H,(Q)), i.e., 
Every element of X&??,(Q)) is the union of elements of X’. (6.1) 
Repeating this process one may keep on decomposing some or even all the 
H,(Q,), i.e., given KH (cf. (4.16)), one may assign to every v Q m . 1 a 
partition p, of the above type so that the global refinement 
S={p,:v<m. 1) 
gives rise to the spline spaces 
Y#, 9) = span{M(x ] P(u)) : 0 E ?F*, x E G}, 
where 
Note that in general, g9 need not be a triangulation in the above sense 
because adjacent simplices will no longer have to match up. Although 
therefore (3.7) cannot be applied directly it is an immediate consquence of 
(6.1) that still 
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holds. Indeed, (2.7), (6.1) and (5.9) affirm, that we have 
x0= x<;,, c x E a. (6.3) 
7r,Y ( ocH&7,) 
vAl(o) M(x I P,))) 3 
Furthermore, note that the “finer” knot sets P(a) differ from the original 
ones in S, only by dilation. Hence, (cf. the remarks in Section 2) the B- 
splines arising from finer knot sets have still the same smoothness as those 
generating the uniform space, i.e., in particular we may state for any 
refinement S? 
Y/&Y, 9) c ck- ‘(.n) iff Y&V) c C”-‘(O) (6.4) 
which in turn is equivalent to H being dispersive (cf. Theorem 4.1). Note 
also that for any refinement 5%’ the evaluation of a spline in Yk(H, 9) essen- 
tially still involves (up to shifting and resealing) only the evaluation of the B- 
splines induced by Xn(Q). 
These local refinements will be used in a forthcoming paper to construct 
smooth adaptive approximation shemes for any spatial dimension and degree 
k which are still equivalent (as for the complexity of the involved spaces and 
approximation rates) to optimal adaptive piecewise polynomial approx- 
imation (cf. 161). 
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